have always played an important, albeit obscure, role in the enterprise of promoting the public's right to know. But this role is also contingent on the need to speak out on issues of vital historical concern."10 The importance of Nixon's presidential papers can be seen in the protracted legal struggle to control their disposition and accessibility. This struggle lasted long after Nixon's death.
In the 1980s, the Iran-Contra scandal itself showed that, although Oliver North and other Reagan administration officials destroyed documents relating to their illegal activities, some records (including email backup tapes) remained to prove their guilt. The Tower Commission, which investigated the Iran-Contra charges, concluded that the "whole matter was handled too informally, without adequate written records of what had been considered, discussed, and decided." According to the Tower Commission Report, adequate records of decisions would be "essential for conducting a periodic review of a policy or initiative, and to learn from the past."11 Not only did North and National Security Advisor John Poindexter destroy critical records of illegal activities, they also engaged in "creating a false history of events" to cover up their actions.12
Despite their zealous efforts to destroy and alter records, North and Poindexter overlooked crucial backup tapes, which allowed investigators to recover emails that provided a "first-hand contemporaneous account of events."13 Independent Counsel Lawrence Walsh concluded that the central participants in this scandal "were reluctant to provide truthful information unless they were confronted with difficult-to-refute documentary evidence."14 As David Wallace concludes, "aggressive oversight and power to seize the documentary record provides one of the few means by which democratic accountability can be secured in a national security context." Since government officials could not be trusted to tell the truth, Wallace adds, "only by having the power to seize and have unimpeded access to the documentary record will investigations have any hope of yielding an accurate accounting of events."15 Records thus provide an essential measure of accountability. Even with extensive efforts to alter and destroy such records, the Iran-Contra conspirators could not escape such evidence. To ensure accountability, it is critical to establish clear recordkeeping requirements, to protect important records from destruction, and to understand and value proper recordkeeping practices.
In Australia, the Heiner affair of the 1990s demonstrated the possibility of co-opting records managers and archivists to cover up governmental misdeeds under the guise of records disposition. To prevent public airing of charges of physical and sexual abuse in Queensland's institutions for teenagers and children, government leaders ordered the destruction of all records of the investigation led by Noel Heiner. Although this violated records policies, the cabinet secured consent from the state's archivist in carrying out this records destruction. The argument made was that the archivist should only consider the records' value for historical research. However, as Chris Hurley argues, "Of more significance is the role of an independent archives authority in preventing the untoward destruction of evidence of government corruption and wrongdoing by establishing a regime of records management that supports the public interest in government accountability." Hurley concludes, the "value added" by archives is "that agencies must submit their records practices to external scrutiny. This provides additional safeguard for the public interest in records retention (to ensure that governments cannot 'cover up') and a safeguard too for individual citizens in conflict with government."16
The Heiner affair showed both the power of records to document abuses and -as in the Iran-Contra scandal -the incentive that government leaders sometimes have to destroy public records. For an archivist or records manager to comply with improper requests to approve document destruction is a clear violation of professional ethics. The SAA Code of Ethics, for example, states: "Archivists strive to promote open and equitable access to their services and the records in their care without discrimination or preferential treatment, and in accordance with legal requirements, cultural sensitivities, and institutional policies."17 However, the fact that government leaders felt the need to obtain such archival authorization demonstrates that archivists have power to protect the public interest, when they uphold their obligations.
The Enron/Arthur Anderson scandal, exposed in 2001, demonstrated that the legal system can, at times, intervene to ensure that records cannot be destroyed or altered without consequences. As concerns mounted about Enron's financial future, auditors at Arthur Anderson received a memo directing them to destroy all but routine auditing records relating to Enron. As Time magazine reported in January 2002:
Any deliberate destruction of documents subject to subpoena is illegal. In Arthur Anderson's dealings with the documents related to Enron, "the mind-set seemed to be, if not required to keep it, then get rid of it," says Ken This scandal is a cautionary tale of corporate power run amok and of the dangers of improper management of records. Yet it also shows that with regulation, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley law passed as a result of such abuses, it is possible to assert professional standards of records management and archives.19
Open Government
The necessity of professional archival control over records becomes especially clear when considering the importance of public access to governmental records. The French Revolution established the principle of public control of records to prevent governmental abuses and to protect the rights of citizens.20 Concern for public access to records, essential for trust and accountability, stems from the long history of government leaders' efforts to use the interpretation of the past to secure their power. In his essay "Why Do Ruling Classes Fear History?" historical sociologist Harvey Kaye quotes J. H. Plumb, who wrote that from ancient to recent times, "The past was constantly involved in the present, and all that enshrined the past -monuments, inscriptions, records -were essential weapons in government, in securing the authority, not only of the king, but also of those whose power he symbolized and sanctified." Kaye also notes that Soviet leader Niki ta Khrushchev recognized the power of historical knowledge, when he stated, "Historians are dangerous people, capable of turning everything topsy-turvy. In numerous countries throughout the world, archivists and others entrusted with public records have resisted political pressure in order to maintain open access to records. They have thereby sought to preserve an accurate account of past events, to counteract the natural secretiveness of governments, and to protect the public interest. This has made the archives -particularly governmental archives -contested ground for political power. As Verne Harris argues, "the archive is politics -not that it is political, but that it is politics." Harris explains:
The structural pull in all our recordmaking is towards the replication of existing relations of power, with the attendant exclusions, "privilegings," and marginalisations. We cannot avoid complicity. But we can work against the pull; and for me it is a moral imperative to do so.31 to improper storage, showing "a reckless disregard for the preservation of a priceless and irreplaceable resource."39 Despite these obstacles, the efforts of South African archivists provide a documentary basis for efforts to secure a greater degree of social justice in their troubled nation.
South Africa is one of many countries that established truth commissions in recent years to overcome secrecy and expose past social injustices. Nearly two dozen truth commissions have been established, most in South and Central America and Africa, as temporary bodies set up to investigate abuses of former repressive regimes when countries transition to more democratic rule. As Trudy Peterson concludes after studying twenty such truth commissions:
Oppressive regimes try to impose selective amnesia on society. The purpose of a truth commission is to break through that wall of silence and restore knowledge of the hitherto hidden hands in history. Destroying the records ensures that only those things that made their way into the report will be remembered officially, and thereby opens the way for persons opposed to the commission to win yet again. Saving the records ensures that amnesia does not prevail.40
Archival preservation of truth commission records protects the rights of individual victims to know the truth. "The right to know is also a collective right, drawing upon history to prevent violations from recurring in the future," according to distinguished legal scholar Louis Joinet in a report to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights. "Its corollary is a 'duty to remember,' which the State must assume, in order to guard against the perversions of history that go under the names of revisionism or negationism; the knowledge of the oppression it has lived through is part of a people's national heritage and as such must be preserved."41 Placed in national archives or other safe repositories, such records provide a bulwark for social justice and a means to redress past abuses.
One of the most highly publicized international efforts to use records and archives to redress past injustices has been the campaign to restore Holocaustera assets to the families of Nazi victims. "The Nazi era witnessed the direct and indirect theft of well over $150 billion of assets of victims of Nazi persecution," according to Greg Bradsher. In contrast, Howard Zinn challenged archivists a generation ago to compile documentation of "the lives, desires, and needs of ordinary people."68 Since then, significant progress has been made, but much more remains to be done. In documenting diversity in our society, notable achievements in preserving records of prominent organizations and papers of individual leaders have been made. But archival repositories still need to turn their attention to collecting and preserving the records of ordinary people. These forgotten voices continue to represent an underdocumented texture in our social fabric.
If archivists are to avoid perpetuating situations in which political rulers manipulate records to control history and prevent access to accurate information, they have their work cut out for them. Archivists need to recognize that their social role has significant implications and a high degree of power. As Verne Harris argues, "the archive is politics." Archivists cannot escape by hiding behind a veil of innocence, neutrality, and impartiality. "I would insist that even as we impress upon our students the imperative and value of objectivity and its limits, we must reject the spurious equation of objectivity with neutrality," historical sociologist Harvey Kaye admonishes his fellow teachers, "and encourage students to apply their newly acquired scholarly skills, knowledge, and insights both to analyzing and to speaking out on public issues."69 Archivists should heed this call to activism. It is essential to seize the power of archives and to use it to hold institutional and governmental leaders accountable. All aspects of society should be documented, not simply those where power has traditionally resided.
As Terry Cook argues, "The justification for archives has shifted from being grounded in concepts of the nation state and its scholarly elites (primarily historians) to broader socio-cultural justifications grounded in public policies of accountability, freedom of information, and wider public/citizen use."70
In considering what archivists can do in their professional roles to strengthen the cause of social justice, we need to look first at archivists' external relations with recordmakers, donors, researchers, and employers. Public advocacy is essential for the archival profession's survival. It is also the most direct means by which it can contribute to the public interest. First, archivists must sometimes be willing to take a public stand, or a nonpublic position in certain situations when publicity could be counterproductive. Second, archivists need to re-examine their own professional assumptions, methods, and practices in light of the desired outcomes of justice and diversity. There is no easy solution for the longstanding problems of social injustice, discrimination, and unchecked political power.
Using examples of past and present successes in asserting the power of archives as a guide, I would like to conclude by offering a few suggestions as to how archivists can respond to these monumental challenges. For now, these recommendations are necessarily broad and aspirational. Once archivists accept such strategic goals, their next steps will be to fill in the details and action plans.
Before opening this discussion, however, we must distinguish between the terms neutrality and objectivity. We often speak of neutrality and objectivity as Archivists can begin by recognizing the essential nature of their collective responsibility to ensure the preservation of evidence for accountability, individual rights, and social justice. As Harvey Kaye declares, "following the horrors of the past several generations, the persons who should be accorded the greatest recognition are those who, taking up the task of bearing witness to the exterminations, the massacres, the tortures, direct our thoughts to the past and to the imperatives of remembrance, realizing that the final victories of the murderers and the torturers would be the suppression, deliberate or otherwise, of the knowledge of their criminal acts." Kaye cites the Memory Prize, first awarded by the France-Libertés Foundation in 1989, as a promising recognition of the importance of this human need: "Intended to recognize those who labor to secure our collective memory and to prevent the falsification of the historical record, the idea for the prize arose out of the growing awareness that 'the expression, transmission, and preservation of Human Memory is the most effective means of struggling against the recurrence of barbarism.' "84 Given the nature and significance of this award, archivists should aspire to see members of their profession so recognized. Short of this, they can take important steps to support a more just and equitable society by performing their professional responsibilities.
First, when confronted by external pressures (from administrators, donors, constituents, or others) to alter recordkeeping systems or archival practices, archivists and records managers must stand firm. Archivists must protect the integrity of their records and of the recordkeeping systems that hold organizations and individuals accountable. This adherence to professional principles applies equally in public and private institutions, although protections for those who resist such pressures will vary from one setting to another. As in the case of South African archivists under apartheid (and after the end of apartheid), archivists must defend the public's right of access to the most accurate records possible, despite political pressure.85 The Heiner affair in Australia also illustrates the importance of refusing to succumb to political pressure to change archival recordkeeping procedures. As these examples indicate, resisting political pressure can entail personal risk. Although such situations are rare, members of a profession should be willing to consider such risks.
Second, when such pressures cannot be resisted, archivists and records managers must be willing to become whistleblowers, speaking out against abuses of power or efforts to manipulate records or limit access to information. This situation may not commonly occur, but it can happen when archivists least expect it and they must be prepared to respond forcefully when it does. The courage shown by Shelley Davis in her heroic but ultimately unsuccessful struggle to prevent "massive document destruction" and to overcome barriers to public access to Internal Revenue Service (1RS) records should be an inspiration to all of us. Hired as the first historian of the 1RS, Davis attempted to accumulate historical records as a basis for her research. She found few such records, because the 1RS routinely destroyed most of them, resulting in "essentially the wholesale loss of the history of one of our most important government agencies." As Davis discovered, "The 1RS shredded, burned, trashed, and destroyed nearly their entire record path." This behavior would not change, Davis concluded, until "the National Archives becomes more proactive in demanding that the 1RS open its records."86 Davis's courage in confronting this problem demonstrates the need for archivists, on rare occasions, to act as whistleblowers when confronted by improper recordkeeping. It is also a warning, of course, of the extent to which powerful government agencies can go to protect their secrets.
Third, both individually and collectively, archivists must speak out in defense of archival values, including open access to public records, standards of accountability and authenticity, and protection of the rights of all citizens. Tim Ericson chides archivists for a "lackadaisical attitude" toward government secrecy. "Collectively we have acquiesced uncritically to those who call for patriotism, national security, loyalty, [etc.]," he charges. "Archivists should be acquiescent no more! We should instead begin to be aggressive as professionals and as citizens to fight this unprecedented tilt toward secrecy."87 There are hopeful signs that archivists are becoming more assertive on this issue. SAA has taken a collective stance in several recent public controversies: opposing the executive order claiming presidential control over public records; criticizing Mayor Rudy Giuliani's refusal to turn over his mayoral records to a public repository; joining a lawsuit (unsuccessful) to force Vice President Dick Cheney to disclose the names of participants in a secret energy policy meeting; and supporting the right of "Unabomber" Ted Kaczynski to place his papers at a public university repository. These are all steps in the right direction, but archivists can and should do more, both by professional associations and as individuals.
Archival Functions
In addition to these external perspectives -how archivists respond to the challenges outside their repositories -archivists also need to look at their own provenance for an entire community (including those groups often marginalized or silenced by archival collecting policies and appraisal guidelines) . For example, even within institutional archives, archivists could also recognize the historical value of records documenting workers, community relations, and other aspects of corporate or organizational activities beyond the legal, fiscal, and administrative requirements.
In making such decisions regarding archival selection and appraisal, archivists run the risk of intruding their own concepts of history and society into the archival record. However, this is an inevitable consequence of archival agency. As Eric Ketelaar explains, in making any appraisal or selection decision, "we alter [the records'] context and meaning, we infuse new meaning into the record, to what is left of the series and the fonds, we add new narratives to the archives and its constituent parts."93 Remaining neutral or invisible is impossible for archivists engaged in selection, appraisal, arrangement, description, and reference services. "Archivists inevitably will inject their personal values into all such activities," Terry Cook asserts, "and thus will need to examine very consciously their choices in the archive-creating and memory-formation processes, and they will need to leave very clear records explaining their choices to posterity."94 Archival appraisal typically reflects power relations established by state agencies, business corporations, religious establishments, academic institutions, and other power brokers. "In the records we preserve, too often the voices of the governed, especially the underclasses, are either filtered through the voices of bureaucrats or are absent," Verne Harris argues.95 The question is not whether archivists impose their personal interpretations, but whether they act consciously in doing so and whether they transparently document such decisions.
This impact on the meaning of archival records is nothing new. It is the power of interpretation, traditionally viewed as the preserve of historians and other researchers. As Michael Rammen argues in his study of the role of tradition in American history, we like to think of the past as immutable, based on truth and facts; however, "societies reconstruct their pasts rather than faithfully record them, and that they do so with the needs of contemporary culture clearly in mind -manipulating the past in order to mold the present."96 As archivists Archival description is inherently subjective. Archivists must constantly choose what facts are important and which are not as they create a narrative that will "guide" (note the implications of this archival terminology) researchers to the records. As Wendy Duff and Verne Harris warn, "what we choose to stress and what we choose to ignore is always and unavoidably subjective, and the value judgments that archivists make affect in turn how researchers find, perceive, and use records." As they conclude, "Description is always story telling -intertwining facts with narratives, observation with interpretation."99 Archivists wield substantial power in these processes, and they must use it to achieve positive outcomes.
In preparing finding aids, archivists should be alert for subtle shadings of bias and privilege in how they refer to social groups and individuals. This is what Verne Harris identifies as "the politics of archival description."100 A "BiogHist In reference and access services, do archivists permit the freest possible use of their records, or do they limit access to "serious researchers" or "scholars"? Do they provide the same level of research assistance to genealogists and local historians as they do to academics or published authors? Professional archivists have, for the most part, abandoned discriminatory past practices, but sometimes reference practices do not meet professional standards. Just as archivists insert their own values into the creation of finding aids and indexes, usually without even realizing it, so too do they intrude into the reference process. Archivists decide which subjects are of prime importance, Koehl contends:
Researchers, of course, may peruse the records themselves and come to their own conclusions. However, when archivists have compiled summaries and
